Lutheran Camping Corporation of Central Pennsylvania
2022 Rental Rates
Nawakwa, Kirchenwald & The Wittel Farm
PO Box 459, Arendtsville, PA 17303-0459  Telephone: 717-677-8211
Email: mdolly@lutherancamping.org

Reservations for 2023 may be made starting April 1, 2022.

Required Weekend Reservation Deposits
Your remittance of a deposit is our confirmation of your reservation; please remit the appropriate amount from the list below, along with the completed and signed Reservation Contract, at least six weeks prior to the date of the reservation:

Deitz Lodge @ Nawakwa: $100
Grove or Zinn-Tozer Lodge @ Nawakwa: $250
Brenneman Lodge @ Nawakwa: $150
Dining Hall (w/ lodge rental) @ Nawakwa: $250/day
Upper Camp Pavilion @ Nawakwa: $75 ($150 for excl. use)
Bear’s Den @ Kirchenwald: $100
Cabins or Myers Retreat Center @ Kirchenwald: $150
SchreiberHaus @ Kirchenwald: $250
Pavilion OR SchreiberHaus Kitchen @ Kirchenwald: $150/day
Cabin (Upper or Lower) @ Nawakwa: $100

Charges for final billing are calculated on a per-person, per-night basis; the deposit goes toward your final billing total.

Minimum Weekend Charges
For the Myers Retreat Center and the Cabins at Kirchenwald and the Cabins at Nawakwa, the deposit also functions as the minimum weekend charge. For Deitz, Grove & Zinn-Tozer Lodges at Nawakwa, and SchreiberHaus & the Bear’s Den at Kirchenwald, the minimum weekend charges are as follows:

- Bear’s Den: 1 weekend night = $175.00 OR 2 weekend nights = $260.00
- Brenneman: 1 weekend night = $200.00 OR 2 weekend nights= $290.00
- Deitz Lodge: 1 weekend night = $175.00 OR 2 weekend nights = $260.00
- Grove and Zinn-Tozer Lodges: 1 weekend night = $580.00 OR 2 weekend nights = $870.00
- SchreiberHaus: 1 weekend night = $980.00 OR 2 weekend nights = $1470.00

A rental group using any of the rental facilities is responsible for paying the minimum weekend charge for each facility rented, regardless of group type and size.

Per Person Nightly Charges
A Retreat Billing Form will be given to you during your visit, on which actual numbers of participants are to be recorded for billing purposes, and left in the lodge facility upon departure.

- Myers Retreat Center @ Kirchenwald: $32.00
- Cabins & Pavilion Kitchen @ Kirchenwald: $25.25
- Bear’s Den or Cottage @ Kirchenwald: $39.70
- SchreiberHaus @ Kirchenwald: $55.00
- RV/Tent Camping @ Either Camp: $10.00 (RVs and tents are supplied by retreat group, not the camp.)
- Day Use Only (visiting rental group) @ Nawakwa or Kirchenwald: $7.00

- Brenneman, Deitz, Grove, Infirmary, or Zinn-Tozer Lodges @ Nawakwa: $35.30
- Cabins @ Nawakwa: $23.10
- Cabins @ Nawakwa, used by school students for mid-week use only: $19.10

- Wittel Farm House of Prayer overnight /person rate: $40.55  Day Use Only @ Wittel Farm: $12.00/person

Meal Service Rates and Policies
Foodservice is available for groups of 10 or more. Arrangements for meal service should be made at the time of reservation. Please enter the number expected on the Reservation Contract, and adjust as necessary by phone, at least one week prior to retreat.

- Breakfast: $9.00/person, ages 10+  Lunch: $10.45/person, ages 10+  Supper: $14.60/person, ages 10+
- $5.80/person, ages 5-9  $ 8.40/person, ages 5-9  $10.70/person, ages 5-9
- $3.05/person, ages 3-4  $ 4.50/person, ages 3-4  $ 6.50/person, ages 3-4

Program Services
Program services must be arranged at the time of reservation, to ensure availability of staff and equipment.

- Canoe, Cross-Country Ski, Mountain Bike, or Kayak Rental & Guide @ Kirchenwald: $15/person
- Low Ropes Course/Group Building Initiatives: $105/group, day-only;  $100/group, overnight (1.5 hrs.)
- High Ropes Course/Climbing Tower/Bouldering Wall @ Kirchenwald; High Ropes/Zipline @ Nawakwa: $300/group (3 hrs.)
- Off-Site Rock Climbing from Kirchenwald, Overnight Group Only: $300/group
- Pool Use @ Nawakwa or Kirchenwald, Using LCC Lifeguard Only: $100/ 2 hrs.
- Escape Room @ Kirchenwald, Min. 4, Max. 10: $20/person (1 hr.)